
A holistic approach to 
defecting from supremacy



White supremacist capitalist patriarchy is 
mentally, physically, emotionally, and 
spiritually detrimental to everyone.

In order to dismantle these systems and 
replace them with more beautiful and just 
alternatives, we must heal ourselves and 
remember ourselves as whole, worthy and 
connected beings.



social identity
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White supremacist capitalist patriarchy is mentally, physically, 
emotionally, and spiritually detrimental to everyone.



“In the mainstream world of Western and Westernized cultures… the 
[whole] self is not only abandoned early in life but also actively 
suppressed by family, schools, and religious practices. This suppression 
[of wholeness] is essential to the existence of egocentric culture; a 
human being in vibrant contact with her wholeness would be a poor 
candidate for the social roles of consumer, worker bee, or soldier — the 
pawns and minions, the cogs and cannon fodder that enable 
military-industrial society to function. The roles of tyrant, tycoon, and 
taskmaster would be equally unattractive to a fully human being. Bred 
for such roles at any rung of the dominator hierarchy, most members of 
egocentric society have completely lost touch with their wholeness by 
their midteens. “

-Bill Plotkin author of Wild Mind



Messages in white supremacist capitalist patriarchy 
which suppress our mental wholeness

● Memorize and regurgitate “the facts”

● Think in objective, rational, linear, and binary ways

● Strive tirelessly for perfection

● Knowledge is held at an individual level



Messages in white supremacist capitalist patriarchy 
which suppress our physical wholeness

● Look, dress, and move your body “like a man”

● Perform “manly” work and activities

● Treat your body like a machine

● Physical touch is sexual



Messages in white supremacist capitalist patriarchy 
which suppress our emotional wholeness

● Express only a narrow set of 
culturally sanctioned emotions 

● Ward off perceived criticism with 

defensiveness and arguments

● Emotional distress = weakness

● Relationships are transactional, 

exploitative, hierarchical, and/or 

possesive by nature



Messages in white supremacist capitalist patriarchy 
which suppress our imagination and spiritual wholeness

● Don’t believe in anything that can’t be empirically proven*

● Nothing is sacred

● That’s just the way things are

● Imagination and creativity should be left behind after childhood*



In order to dismantle these systems and replace them with more 
beautiful and just alternatives, we must heal ourselves and 
remember ourselves as whole, worthy and connected beings.



The master’s tools will never dismantle the master’s house
- Audre Lorde

In this time we need all of our whole selves to be here to be in 
the picture so we can push back and transform the world.

-Nora Samaran



Spiritual and creative practices to defect from 
supremacy

● Imagine alternatives & dream of the world we want to create

● Reclaim a sense of the sacredness of all life

● Cultivate a deep sense of purpose and belonging



Mental practices to defect from supremacy

● Think critically about the truths we are told 

● Grapple with paradoxes and pluralities of truth (both/and)

● De-emphasize intellectual consumption and practice mindful 

presence

● Embrace collaborative and emergent processes



Emotional practices to defect from supremacy

● Gain awareness of our full spectrum of emotional experiences

● Foster empathy & self-acceptance

● Cultivate skillful emotional response and learn to express 

emotional energy in healthy and helpful ways 

● Build resilience needed to “stay with the trouble”



Physical practices to defect from supremacy

● Learn to settle, heal, and care for our bodies

● Reclaim our whole range of embodied expression

● Practice healthy and nurturing physical touch



We are living in a space where our lives depend upon our 
shared humanity... White supremacy and capitalism are coming 
for all of us. If we don’t begin to consider how our thoughts, 
words and actions impact the collective good, we will perish. If 
we don’t begin to work collectively and in solidarity with one 
another, we will perish. The journey... is challenging and we must 
do it anyway. We must skillfully take collective and radical 
action to create a world that allows all of us to breathe, be, live, 
be seen and validated.

-Michelle Cassandra Johnson author of Skill in Action

https://www.michellecjohnson.com/

